
Truth Academy 2023-2024 Class Descriptions
*Please note almost all classes will require access to a computer and ability to print homework materials*

Track Descriptions:
Track A - Ages 6-7 Track D - Ages 11-12 Track G - 15+
Track B - Ages 8-9 Track E - Ages 12-13
Track C - Ages 9-10 Track F - Ages 14-15

American Government/Economics (w/CLEP option)
Instructor: Debbie Stenzel

Semester:Fall/Spring Track(s): E-G Ages:14+ Cost/Semester: $175 Time: 3:00-4:00

Fall: American Government is a one-semester high school course that provides a half-year high-school level credit
in government. Lessons cover federal, state, and local government as well as contemporary issues in government.
Special emphasis is placed on the Biblical basis for government and on the U.S. Constitution. Each of the fifteen units
is intended to be studied for one week. As we understand the background, basis, and operation of American
government on all levels, we are better equipped to remain prayerful, thoughtful, and involved with regard to
government.

Classroom time will consist of review games, activities and videos to reinforce concepts learned. Opportunities for
peer discussion of class topics are provided as well as interactive small group activities.

Mature, motivated students may choose to prepare for and take the American Government CLEP exam for 3 college
credits. As this CLEP exam is one of the more challenging ones, it is recommended ONLY for students who have
demonstrated mastery of test-taking skills by successfully passing a CLEP or DSST exam previously. Additional study
suggestions for the CLEP exam will be provided.

Homework: Approximately 4-5 hours per week

Text: Exploring Government set, ISBN #9781609990985 which includes Exploring Government by Ray Notgrass and
We Hold These Truths edited by Ray Notgrass. Also required is the Exploring Government Student Review Pack, ISBN
#9781609990992. Access to Study.com online learning platform is included in class fees.

Required: Reliable internet access and email account for students to receive class notices, submit assignments,
participate in class discussions, download supplemental reading and worksheets, take practice tests, view
supplemental videos, and link to applicable websites.

Supply Fee: $12

Spring: JA Economics is a one-semester high school course that helps students understand economic terms and
issues that have an impact on the United States and its citizens. This course introduces both microeconomics and
macroeconomics, providing one half-year of high school level credit. This course provides an overview of the
economic history of the United States, gives a clear explanation of terms and concepts used in economics, discusses
economic issues confronting us today, and puts our participation in the national and world economies on a personal
level. In a time when economic activity is challenging classic definitions, JA Economics reasserts the importance of
the free market system and enables students to take part in the economy with knowledge and faith.

Classroom time will consist of review games, activities and videos to reinforce concepts learned. Opportunities for
peer discussion of class topics are provided as well as interactive small group activities.

Mature, motivated students may choose to prepare for and take the Microeconomics CLEP and/or the Macroeconomics
CLEP exam for 3 college credits each. For students interested in a business major, these two CLEP exams provide the
springboard for a string of CLEP and DSST exams that make up most of the lower level business requirements for that
degree program at some colleges. As these CLEP exams are some of the more challenging ones, they are



recommended ONLY for students who have demonstrated mastery of test-taking skills by successfully passing a CLEP
or DSST exam previously. Additional study suggestions for the CLEP exam will be provided.

Homework: Minimum of 5-7 hours per week

Text: JA Economics student textbook and study guide are included in the class fee as well as access to Study.com
online learning platform.

Required: Reliable internet access and email account for students to receive class notices, submit assignments,
participate in class discussions, download supplemental reading and worksheets, take practice tests, view
supplemental videos, and link to applicable websites.

Supply Fee: $32 (includes required consumable textbook)

Ancient Civ/European History Ages 12-14
Instructor: Laura Glassel

Semester: Fall/Spring Tracks: E-G Ages: 12-14 Cost/Semester: $150 Time: 3:00-4:00

Fall: Learn about the beginning of civilizations, Mesopotamia, Ancient Egypt, the Israelites, the Assyrians, the
Persians, the Babylonians, the Greeks, Alexander the Great, the Roman Republic, and the Roman Empire. Also, learn
how most of the history of the Bible takes place during these same time periods. Come explore the Ancient World!

Assignments will include reading, writing short responses to reading questions, some projects, and tests. A typical
class period will include a lecture where students are expected to take notes as well as some sort of worksheet or
other activity.

You can find an example of a class syllabus here:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gTQDN7LhrGCmE1Y1kiKKjAH3IjkLYPBpTMyIOJ_zhDs/edit

Spring: Discover what was happening in Europe from 400 - 1800 AD. Learn about the after effects of the fall of the
Roman Empire, Charlemagne, the Vikings, monasteries, the Byzantine Empire, feudalism, the major kings and queens
throughout Europe, the crusades, the bubonic plague, the Renaissance, the Reformation, the European explorers, the
scientific revolution, the French Revolution, the Enlightenment, and the Industrial Revolution. Assignments will include
reading, writing short responses to reading questions, some projects, and tests. A typical class period will include a
lecture where students are expected to take notes as well as some sort of worksheet or other activity.

You can find an example of a class syllabus here:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gYVRRjNE2STd1U72-K9pPLSO12LMcx_rsExcRJfQ4_U/edit

Homework: 2-5 hours per week

Text: a Bible (any other reading assignments will be handed out in class)

Required Materials: 3-ring binder, and paper

Supply Fee: $10

Art 12+ Watercolor/Acrylic

Instructor: Andrea Merboth

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): E-G    Ages: 12+   Cost/Semester: $175 Time: 10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.   

Fall: Watercolor -- Enjoy the exciting world of watercolor! Watercolor has a transparency and vibrancy that is
unlike any other medium, and is also one of the most flexible and versatile mediums for painting. It can create a vast
array of effects, but it can also be tricky and frustrating to the beginner. Therefore, some training in this medium helps
immensely to improve skill in this art form. In our class we will explore many interesting techniques of watercolor to
gain skill and confidence. We will incorporate varied tools that can make a watercolor painting come to life such as
using sponges, salt, and saran. The medium of watercolor is especially beneficial as it is easy to transport, affordable

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gTQDN7LhrGCmE1Y1kiKKjAH3IjkLYPBpTMyIOJ_zhDs/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gYVRRjNE2STd1U72-K9pPLSO12LMcx_rsExcRJfQ4_U/edit


and quick, so it is a wonderful medium for kids to master and use inside as well as outside. Along with painting, we
will go over the fundamentals of composition, color balance, and drawing. We will also matte at least one of the
student’s paintings so as to be ready for framing.

Homework: one weekly artwork assignment outside class

Required Materials: (To be purchased by parents)

● Strathmore 300 series -yellow “better” or brown cover-“best” water color paper (cold press) size 11x 15 or
larger.

● Watercolor paints - two choices: Prang 16 color dry paint - the more natural shades vs. the vibrant spectrum,
(you could purchase both), or the more expensive and harder to tote, (but better quality) Loew-Cornell tubes
of watercolor paint. With the tubes, they will also need the white pallet for mixing paints. Small, med and
large brushes for at home artwork-some flat edged, some rounded such as the Royal & Langnickel synthetic
sable pack.

● I will provide the paintbrushes in class, paper towel, masking fluid and other items that create art with
watercolor. (to determine brushes to purchase, student may want to use my options in class to see what they
like to work with.)

Supply Fee: $20 for additional materials to create effects, paper towel, and mattes for at the end of each semester.

Spring: Acrylic Painting Class -- Setting paint to canvas to finish a sail on ship, or shine light on the wing of the
butterfly, is an exciting, challenging, and creative way to express the profound and make beauty! God’s world is so
beautiful, and in God’s grace, He has given us some of His creativity. In my 15 years of art instruction I have seen
that there are several aspects to art skills, and I believe each person has some of those in them. In Acrylic Painting
Class we will find what skills you have, build on them, and learn new skills also. We will learn about how to use
brushes, how to blend paint, and how to use shapes and colors to make our art come alive! Art is calming and
creative; it can also be frustrating if you haven’t had help in the difficult areas. This class is designed to help you
improve and fall in love with painting. It is also a form of communication that can, and does, influence the culture, so
let’s learn about it and use if for God’s glory!

Materials Required: (To be purchased by parents)

● Materials can get spendy here so start with small tubes of these colors. I encourage you not to go with the
cheapest paints out there such as craft paint (in the bottles). Mid level artists paints work better. ($30-$40)
Alizarin crimson, Burnt umber, Cadmium red, Cadmium yellow, Ivory black, Phthalo blue, Raw sienna,
Titanium white, Ultramarine blue.

● Canvas for our painting will be a tricky issue. We will be doing 2 paintings at a time, one in the classroom and
one at home. You will need canvas for both locations. Since we have limitations on space for both storage, and
drying on site, I will provide canvas paper in the classroom as artwork will stay on site until finished. Canvas
Paper is not a high quality canvas as you may end up with some dips and waves in your canvas. However, I
have used it for many years in the classroom, and for the most part, that is minimal and still allows for a
beautiful painting. However, if a student opts not to use canvas paper but instead the canvas wrapped (around
a wood frame) type they will have to provide that themselves and bring it home after each class. This can be
tricky as paint is wet and the canvas is delicate, but the paint dries in about 20 minutes so it could be done
(clean up will take 5-10 min so drying will get started then). You may want to purchase a 2-canvas pack in
different sizes for your student for the art done at home. However, if you want to do the canvas paper option,
that will be fine too, and is actually easier to frame up. *tip: smaller is not easier to paint, so if you go with a
pack of small, also do a bigger one.

● Strathmore 300 Series Canvas Paper Pad, 10 Sheets-White 9x12 ($18)
● A 5 pack of brushes-synthetic sable which includes a one-inch flat top and a medium round that comes to a

point in the group will work for the student at home. ($10) I will provide some extra brushes that the student
can try out and later go purchase on their own if they like working with them.

● Rag/towel for dabbing off or drying brushes
● I will provide the rest of the supplies: mixing plate, water container, paper towel, extra brushes and paints,

table coverings and mattes for framing up the canvas paper at the end.

Supply Fee: $20



Art Exploration

Instructor: Annie Ogazi

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): A-D   Ages: 6-12   Cost/Semester: $150  Times: 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00

Track A: Inspired by Beautiful Things
Kids have innumerable ideas, right? Well, ideas/inspiration is the first step in the artistic process and kids at this age
need some guidance in refining their ideas into something they can actually create. Or, in other words, completing the
other steps in the process--inspiration, percolation, preparation, creation, & reflection. This course, Inspired by
Beautiful Things, instructs students in the basic process of making beautiful things, with an emphasis on the first step,
inspiration. Our Father in heaven has given us much to be inspired by and this course is designed to explore beautiful
things that inspire us to create.

Track B: Pondering Beautiful Things
Pondering means to consider something carefully, especially before coming to a conclusion/action. This course,
Pondering Beautiful Things, is designed to help students develop the skill of observation as it relates to art. This
survey art course will expose students to a variety of mediums, continue working on the foundations of art skills, and
encourage deeper thought about what we make and why. In Deuteronomy we see how a deep heart understanding of
God's word overflows into all areas of life-surely it affects the art process, too!

Track C: Preparing to Create
"...by failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail” (Ben Franklin). The creative process is like a waterfall of actions one
after the other: inspiration, percolation, preparation, creation, & reflection. So, if we don't train ourselves in the
discipline of preparation, we can't enjoy the freedom of creation! This course is designed to train students' minds to
plan & prepare and then create beautiful art. Students will be taught the skills to prepare for a beautiful finished
piece: sketching, designing, grid-drawing, paint-mixing, and beginner color theory, just to start!

Track D: Lingering in the Process
This course instructs a deeper understanding of the entire art process - inspiration, percolation, preparation, creation,
& reflection. The course will dedicate two weeks to each step in the process, except for "reflection." We will spend four
weeks on this step, reflecting on past pieces and making new ones from the observations we've learned. This
emphasis on reflection will teach students students to learn from their art; this way, thinking deeply will help them as
they continue to create art outside of class. Meditation is a Christian virtue that overflows into all aspects of life,
especially art. Students will finish the year with a painting they've planned & executed.

Supply fee: $15

Beginning Guitar Small Group Lessons Level 1 - Ages 10-14

Instructor: Chris Depoian

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): C-F   Ages: 10-14 Cost/Semester: $345 Time: 10:00-11:00

In this small group lesson, (max of 6 students), students can come in knowing little or nothing about music and the
guitar and leave the semester with some fun melodies and songs to play! Similar to private lessons but more
affordable and adds the element of a positive peer community. We'll build the foundation along the way with
technique, note-reading and music theory while keeping in mind that we learn those elements so that we can better
play and enjoy music! The class will be mostly group oriented but each student will have regular "check-ins" with Chris
to ensure he or she is on track.

Prerequisite: Nothing! Although, if you/your child does have some guitar background and is considering the class,
contact Chris to make sure the semester will be worthwhile for him/her.

Homework: to practice the instrument at least 3 days a week for 20 minutes.

Required Materials: electric guitar (ideal over acoustic and classical, but all 3 are acceptable), a notebook, and
specific supplies for that instrument that Chris will share with you after registration.



Beginning Sewing 10+
Instructor: Char Aune

Semester: Fall/Spring Track(s): C-E Ages: 10+ Cost/Semester: $150 Time: 9:00-10:00

The class will include the basics of using a machine, how to sew a straight or curvy line, how to safely use a scissors
and iron, hand sewing, etc. We will also discuss different types of fabrics, threads and sewing tools. This class will
move more slowly than the Design Class. This class is perfect for the beginning sewist.

Fall Semester: Design and Sew Service Projects

The fall semester will begin with basics of setting up and using the sewing machine, scissors, and iron. Beginning the
second week we will be focused on outreach and service projects. In the process of making these projects there will
be short sewing lessons. We will be creating projects to give to the community. We will be making things like burp
pads, baby blankets, lap quilts and, and other projects as needs become known. (Projects subject to change)

Fall Supply fee: $10

***You MUST also have a portable, WORKING sewing machine, labeled, that will be brought to and from
class each week. A carrying case may be helpful. Inexpensive sewing machines may be found on Facebook
marketplace, Facebook garage sale groups, Craigslist, JoAnn Fabrics or Walmart, to name a few places. (Very small
machines advertised as ‘travel machines’ are not appropriate.)

Materials Required:

● Sewing machine (including accessories and manual), pedal, electrical cord.*
● Extra sewing machine needles.
● Simple sewing kit: sharp scissors (not children’s scissors), pins, hand sewing needle, measuring tape, and

seam ripper. Here is a kit that might work for your daughter, although the thread will not be useable on the
machine:

● https://www.amazon.com/Traveler-Beginner-Emergency-Supplies-Organizer/dp/B07QJ15GLB?pd_rd_w=IS0Kd
&pf_rd_p=e8955138-5518-43fe-a991-57b05b120e20&pf_rd_r=PQ0MPM0DP2RMAZ17JZJC&pd_rd_r=ba509d8
d-e852-4ac0-89ec-69c2341f5150&pd_rd_wg=vFD3y&pd_rd_i=B07QJ15GLB&ref_=pd_bap_m_rp_1_1_dv_vtp
_22_dc

● A good quality thread. Coats and Clarks Dual Duty is fine, although old thread can become weak. If it breaks
easily, please consider buying a new spool. White and black are fine for now.

*A few words about the sewing machines. Borrowing a machine for the class is fine. Buying a used one is fine.
Please make sure it’s in good working order and if possible, has a manual to go with it. If you are unable to find
one to borrow, or buy used, $75-150 can buy a decent machine. I don’t recommend children’s machines, or small
‘travel’ machines as they don’t work well or last long. If your daughter enjoys sewing, she will need a machine that
she can grow into, rather than out of.

Also, I highly recommend getting on JoAnn Fabrics email list now to get their 40-50% off coupons for items needed in
the future. Please read the small print on the coupons, as nothing that is already on sale is usually included in the
coupon.

Spring Semester: Sewing Things You Love

The students will be given some basic patterns that they can then create, design, and sew their own clothes, doll
clothes and other items. They can keep it simple for beginner sewists or make it more elaborate for intermediate
sewists. Our plan will be to make sleep shorts, a skirt, scrunchies, headbands, a crossbody bag, or other projects
chosen by the student. (Projects subject to change)

Required Materials: Students will be responsible to buy their own materials and bring their own sewing machine
each week to class. A supply list will be provided for the students depending on their project choices.

***You will be given a supply list of materials, thread, and accessories to buy, prior to the second class, so your
students can purchase the fabrics they love.

https://www.amazon.com/Traveler-Beginner-Emergency-Supplies-Organizer/dp/B07QJ15GLB?pd_rd_w=IS0Kd&pf_rd_p=e8955138-5518-43fe-a991-57b05b120e20&pf_rd_r=PQ0MPM0DP2RMAZ17JZJC&pd_rd_r=ba509d8d-e852-4ac0-89ec-69c2341f5150&pd_rd_wg=vFD3y&pd_rd_i=B07QJ15GLB&ref_=pd_bap_m_rp_1_1_dv_vtp_22_dc
https://www.amazon.com/Traveler-Beginner-Emergency-Supplies-Organizer/dp/B07QJ15GLB?pd_rd_w=IS0Kd&pf_rd_p=e8955138-5518-43fe-a991-57b05b120e20&pf_rd_r=PQ0MPM0DP2RMAZ17JZJC&pd_rd_r=ba509d8d-e852-4ac0-89ec-69c2341f5150&pd_rd_wg=vFD3y&pd_rd_i=B07QJ15GLB&ref_=pd_bap_m_rp_1_1_dv_vtp_22_dc
https://www.amazon.com/Traveler-Beginner-Emergency-Supplies-Organizer/dp/B07QJ15GLB?pd_rd_w=IS0Kd&pf_rd_p=e8955138-5518-43fe-a991-57b05b120e20&pf_rd_r=PQ0MPM0DP2RMAZ17JZJC&pd_rd_r=ba509d8d-e852-4ac0-89ec-69c2341f5150&pd_rd_wg=vFD3y&pd_rd_i=B07QJ15GLB&ref_=pd_bap_m_rp_1_1_dv_vtp_22_dc
https://www.amazon.com/Traveler-Beginner-Emergency-Supplies-Organizer/dp/B07QJ15GLB?pd_rd_w=IS0Kd&pf_rd_p=e8955138-5518-43fe-a991-57b05b120e20&pf_rd_r=PQ0MPM0DP2RMAZ17JZJC&pd_rd_r=ba509d8d-e852-4ac0-89ec-69c2341f5150&pd_rd_wg=vFD3y&pd_rd_i=B07QJ15GLB&ref_=pd_bap_m_rp_1_1_dv_vtp_22_dc


Biology + Lab

Instructor: Terri Wood

Semester: Fall/Spring  Track(s): F-G   Ages: 14-18   Cost/Semester: $195   Time: 12:00-1:30  

The Apologia Biology curriculum is a college-prep course that studies God’s amazing creation by focusing on the study
of life. We will use the five- kingdom classification system to discover the intricate design in bacteria and other
single-celled organisms, fungi, plants, and animals. We will make use of microscopes and dissection to aid in our
exploration of these creatures. Other topics covered include biochemistry, Mendelian genetics, cellular biology,
evolution, biblical creation, and ecology. We will study each module for 2 weeks. The first week involves reading the
entire chapter and answering the “on your own” questions. The second week is spent completing the study guide,
studying for the test, and then taking the test. Experiments will be performed each week in class. The tests will be
provided and are to be taken with adult supervision. Students will be graded on their tests, and completion of
assignments.

Homework: Minimum of 5-7 hours per week

Prerequisite: Completion of physical science. This is an in-depth course that requires strong reading, memorization,
and comprehension skills, as well as a willingness to keep up with the required assignments.

Required Materials: Students need the Apologia Exploring Creation with Biology, 2nd edition, by Dr. Jay Wile. (ISBN:
9781932012545) The Solutions and Tests Book is not necessary, as I will provide my own tests. There is a 3rd edition,
but we won’t be using it. You will need to purchase a used book as the company no longer sells it. There is an MP3
audiobook available.

Supply fee: $20

Cartooning/Art History Ages 12-14
Instructor: Rachael Chernyavsky

Semester: Fall/Spring Tracks: E-F Ages: 12-14 Cost/Semester: $185 Time: 12:00-1:00

This class will be a two fold focus; cartooning and art history. From Prehistoric Art to Modern Art, students will follow
the progression and influence of art throughout the world. Projects and cartoon characters will be developed around
the central theme of art history. The class will begin with a strong drawing focus to lay a foundation for confidence and
skill in designing original cartoon characters. Cartooning is a fun and powerful way to take art and communicate with
your viewers. Students will learn value, proportions, and perspective drawing while we design cartoons. The class will
learn about and create their own political cartoon, marketing cartoon character, caricature art, and a simple animated
cartoon strip. No matter where your artistic skills are, this class will give a solid base for successful artistic expression
as well as the knowledge of how art has historically shaped the people and culture around it.

Homework: 1-3 hours per week

Required Materials: Large sketchpad, color pencils, tracing paper, pens, ruler, pencils, gum eraser, blending stick,
high quality markers for graphic art

Textbook: None

Supply fee: $20

Chemistry + Lab
Instructor: Terri Wood

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s):  F-G   Ages: 14+   Cost/Semester: $195   Time: 3:00-4:30

The Apologia Chemistry curriculum covers many topics such as thermodynamics, chemical reactions, atomic and
molecular structure, acid/base reactions, the ideal gas laws, and kinetics. We will study each module for 2 weeks. The
first week involves reading the entire chapter and answering the “on your own” questions. The second week is spent
completing the study guide and the practice problems, studying for the test, and then taking the test. Experiments will



be performed each week in class. The tests will be provided and are to be taken with adult supervision. Students will
be graded on their lab reports, tests, and completion of assignments.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra 1, Biology, and Physical Science

Homework: Min 4-6 hours per week

Required Materials: Students need the Apologia Exploring Creation with Chemistry, 2nd edition, ISBN-10:
1932012265 / ISBN-13: 978-1932012262. The Solutions and Tests Book is optional, ISBN-10: 1932012273 /
ISBN-13: 978-1932012279. There is a 3rd edition, but we won’t be using it. You will need to purchase a used book or
rent a copy from me, as the company no longer sells it.

Supply fee: $10

Classic Literature 14+
Instructor: Matthew Racine

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s):  E-G   Ages: 12+   Cost/Semester: $180   Time: 11:00-12:00

One of the most important questions that we must answer is this: What does it mean to be human? In this class, we
will read several accessible literary classics from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that seek to answer this
question. Through these stories, we will discover the complexities and longings of the human heart, wrestle with the
failures and shortcomings of man, and explore how every story imitates, resonates with, and points to the greatest
story of redemption in Jesus Christ. Students will access time-tested wisdom, develop skills to dissect plot structures
and characters, become more compassionate towards one another, and learn to think critically, evaluate fairly, write
clearly, and love God more deeply. Whether you are an avid or reluctant reader, this class is for you.

Required Materials/Textbook: Stay tuned. A specific reading list will become available this summer.

Creative and Practical Writing 14+
Instructor: Rebecca Hope

Semester: Fall/Spring Track(s): F-G Ages: 14-18 Cost/Semester: $195 Time: 9:00-10:30

This a high school English composition course that teaches students to write well and use Standard Written English
(SWE) correctly. Both reluctant and enthusiastic writers will enjoy the class. Creative writing assignments teach
students to use their imaginations as they demonstrate skills with imagery, vocabulary, and various stylistic
techniques. Every third week, students will receive a practical writing assignment that will train them to communicate
effectively in real-world situations. In addition, students will learn proper grammar, usage, and punctuation using
Grammar Geeks lessons. Each 90-minute class will include writing instruction, in-class writing time, and SWE lessons.
Students will regularly share their work with peers because writing for an audience (as opposed to a teacher) helps
motivate students to improve their skills. The instructor will grade and provide individualized feedback on weekly
writing assignments.

Examples of creative writing assignments: observations, flash fiction, poetry, sketches

Examples of practical writing assignments: cover letters, reviews, proposals, college application essays,
devotionals, process and location descriptions

Homework: weekly compositions and polishing previously submitted assignments: 1 – 3 hours per week.

Textbook: None. Instructor provides all handouts necessary for class.

Supply Fee: $10



Cultural Geography (w/DSST option)

Instructor: Laura Glassel

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): F-G   Ages: 15-18   Cost/Semester: $165  Time: 1:00-2:00

As our world "shrinks," the study of geography and the cultures of the world and its people becomes more and more
relevant to our lives. This class is designed to acquaint students with each continent by studying the geography,
cultures, landforms, climates, resources, economy, religions, and government of each country. We will also take a look
at the key historical events and current events of each country. Assignments will include reading, writing short
responses to reading questions, research projects, and tests. A typical class period will include a lecture where
students are expected to take notes as well as some sort of worksheet or other activity. Review for the DSST exam
will be done towards the end of the second semester. Participating in this class is no guarantee of passing the DSST
exam, but will depend on the student’s motivation, maturity, and commitment.

You can find an example of a class syllabus here:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tlZQ_G1cC6jx239czd3kbQi327IgOepC2QvIJrBYB28/edit

Homework: 2-5 hours per week

Texts: National Geographic Student World Atlas 6th Edition
(https://www.amazon.com/National-Geographic-Student-World-Atlas/dp/1426372442) and Dispatches from the Front
(http://www.amazon.com/Dispatches-Front-Stories-Advance-Difficult/dp/143354069X)

Required materials: Students should bring a 3-ring binder and paper to class.

Supply fee: $10

Design School Ages 10-15

Instructor: Char Aune

Semester: Fall/Spring  Track(s): C-F   Ages: 10-15   Cost/Semester: $175 Time: 10:00-12:00

Notice - this is a 2 hour class!
This machine sewing design class is perfect for the beginner or intermediate sewist. Projects will be different than
previous year and may be different than listed below.

Fall Semester: Design and Sew Service Projects. The fall semester will be focused on outreach and service
projects using primarily the sewing machine along with other techniques. In the process of making these projects
there will be short sewing lessons. We will be creating projects to give to the community. We will be making things like
lap quilts and walker bags for the elderly, Pillow cases, scarves for Police/fire department to hand out and other
projects as needs become known. (Projects subject to change and hopefully different techniques than last year.)

***You MUST also have a portable, WORKING sewing machine, labeled, that will be brought to and from class each
week. A carrying case may be helpful. Inexpensive sewing machines may be found on Facebook marketplace,
Facebook garage sale groups, or craigslist, or Walmart, to name a few places. (Very small machines advertised as
‘travel machines’ are not appropriate.) Design Class Supplies needed for the first day of class:

o Sewing machine (including accessories and manual), pedal, electrical cord.*

o Extra sewing machine needles.

o Simple sewing kit: sharp scissors, pins, hand sewing needle, measuring tape, and seam ripper.

o A good quality thread. Coats and Clarks Dual Duty is fine, although old thread can become weak.

If it breaks easily, please consider buying a new spool. White and black are fine for now.

*A few words about the sewing machines. Borrowing a machine for the class is fine. Buying a used one is fine. Please
make sure it’s in good working order and if possible, has a manual to go with it. If you are unable to find one to

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tlZQ_G1cC6jx239czd3kbQi327IgOepC2QvIJrBYB28/edit
https://www.amazon.com/National-Geographic-Student-World-Atlas/dp/1426372442
http://www.amazon.com/Dispatches-Front-Stories-Advance-Difficult/dp/143354069X


borrow, or buy used, $100-150 can buy a decent new machine. I don’t recommend children’s machines, or small
‘travel’ machines as they don’t work well or last long. If your daughter enjoys sewing, she will need a machine that
she can grow into, rather than out of. Also, I highly recommend getting on JoAnn Fabrics email list now to get their
40-50% off coupons for items needed in the future. Please read the small print on the coupons, as nothing that is
already on sale is usually included in the coupon.

Spring Semester: Sewing Things You Love

The students will be given some basic patterns that they can then create, design, and sew their own clothes, doll
clothes and other items. They can keep it simple for beginner sewists or make it more elaborate for intermediate
sewists. Our plan will be to make sleep shorts, a skirt, scrunchies, headbands, a crossbody bag, or other projects
chosen by the student. (Projects subject to change)

Required Materials:

Students will be responsible to buy their own materials and bring their own sewing machine each week to class. A
supply list will be provided for the students.

***You will be given a supply list of materials, thread, and accessories to buy, prior to the second class, so your
students can purchase the fabrics they love. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

Fall Supply fee: $20

Drama Ages 6-12
Instructor: Cindy Larson

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): A-D   Ages: 6-12   Cost/Semester: $150    Time: 11:00-12:00

Cindy teaches her classes with the skills of improvisation, creativity, and spontaneity. We will celebrate the theater
through role-playing, character development, and self-creativity. We will learn the terminology of the theater and the
process of theater production. We will take the students through auditions and on to performing a theater scripted
show for the Truth Academy Showcase night. We will work on projecting, diction, and memorization, all these are keys
to being a successful actor, actress, or public speaker.

Supply fee: $10

Elementary Science: Our Body; Fearfully and Wonderfully Made!
Instructor: Sara Mehlhaff

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): A-D   Ages: 6-12   Cost/Semester: $150  Times: 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00 

Learn about our amazing bodies and how each system’s intricate design works together to praise and bring glory to
God, our Creator. There are many hands-on projects to explore and discover more about the bodies God gave us.
Topics will include our bones, muscles, digestive, respiratory, circulatory, cardiovascular, and nervous system, health &
nutrition, 5 senses, skin, hair, and nails… We will use the Apologia Science textbook Exploring Creation with Human
Anatomy and Physiology if families want to go more in-depth throughout the week.

Supply fee: $10

Game School

Instructor: Rachel O’Brien

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): A-E   Ages: 6-13   Cost/Semester: $95    Time: 11:00-12:00

Learning should be fun! Each week we will explore games and activities that sometimes are often so fun that students
don’t even realize they are learning. We will focus on one topic each week. Topics we will cover this semester:
Spelling, Math, Geography, History, Communication Skills, Poetry, Science, Physical Education, Vocabulary, Art,
Engineering, Botany/Survival Skills, Foreign Language, and Music. Students will be introduced to games that cover the
topic of the day. We will have games for different age levels, most topics we will be able to provide games for
non-readers/reluctant readers. On the weeks that we play games that require reading, we will partner older students
with younger students. Learning sportsmanship and how to win and lose gracefully will be an important part of our



class this semester. Some games will be cooperative to build teamwork skills, but many will be played individually or
on teams and may be competitive. Our goal is to help all students create friendships, have fun, and leave each class
having learned something new. Each student will get a passport to keep track of the games they played and what they
learned. At the end of the semester each student who completes their passport will get a game of their own to bring
home.

Homework: There is no homework for this class, but students will occasionally given activities or worksheets they
can bring home to keep learning on their own.

Supply Fee: $5

General Science + Lab

Instructor: Debbie Stenzel

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): E-F   Ages: 12-15   Cost/Semester: $175    Time: 2:00-3:00

General Science Lab: General science builds a strong foundation for scientific thinking and helps prepare students
for the challenges of higher level science courses. Numerous in-class labs and investigations provide opportunities for
students to develop and practice laboratory skills. Opportunities for peer discussion of class topics are provided as
well as interactive small group activities including presentations of experiments by students.

Topics covered include the key components of the scientific method including how to analyze and interpret data and
write a simple lab report. Applied science and technology as well as archeology, paleontology and geology will be
explored. Students will also cover topics such as scientific classification, the structure of life including DNA, life’s
energy cycle and human anatomy (digestive, respiratory, circulatory, lymphatic, endocrine, urinary, and nervous
systems).

Do not be tempted to skip Apologia General Science as it thoroughly teaches the skills of careful observation and
detailed lab report writing that enables students to be successful in upper level science classes. It covers human
anatomy, which is NOT covered in Apologia Biology, but IS part of the Biology CLEP exam. Here’s a suggested science
sequence using courses offered at Truth Academy: General Science, Physical Science, Biology, grade: Chemistry.

Homework: Minimum of 3-4 hours per week

Prerequisite: Basic elementary science courses. Students must be able to keep up with reading and homework to
fully comprehend the material and to be prepared for class discussions and experiments.

Text: Exploring Creation with General Science, 2nd Edition, by Dr. Jay Wile, (ISBN #9781932012866) and Exploring
Creation with General Science, 2nd Edition, Solutions Manual (ISBN #9781932012873). Auditory learners or
slow-readers may want to purchase the MP3 audiobook.

Required: Reliable internet access and email account for students to receive class notices, submit assignments,
participate in class discussions, download supplemental reading and worksheets, take practice tests, view
supplemental videos, and link to applicable websites.

Supply Fee: $12

Guitar Group Lesson Level 2 - Ages 10+
Instructor: Chris Depoian

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): D-F   Ages: 10-14 Cost/Semester: $345 Time: 9:00-10:00

This group lesson is for students who have taken Chris' Beginner Group Lesson, 1 year of private lessons with Chris,
OR would like to be approved to take the group lesson via a meeting with Chris. Similar to private lessons but more
affordable and adds the element of a positive peer community. As a group we will continue on in the fundamental
skills that not only make each student a better guitar player, but a better musician. The areas of focus will be the Hal
Leonard Guitar Method Book, technique (via Chris' custom made "packet"), popular songs and melodies.



Journalism

Instructor: Rachael Chernyavsky

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): F-G   Ages: 14+   Cost/Semester: $190    Time: 11:00-12:00

Journalists make great storytellers. Many influential fiction writers had journalism backgrounds: John Steinbeck,
Ernest Hemingway, Margaret Mitchell. Journalism skills can help any writing student produce leaner stories with
greater impact.

But how does one balance the art of the story with pursuit of the truth? As they develop the eyes and ears of an
objective journalist, students in this course will hone and strengthen their writing skills while learning how to unearth
compelling, yet accurate, narratives.

Students will pursue this mission in various ways, including by writing, editing and designing a popular monthly
newsletter for Truth Academy. Throughout the year, each student will be required to contribute to each section,
gaining experience in various genres. Students will also practice meeting deadlines and editing through weekly writing
assignments. During the spring semester, students will also have an opportunity to discover page layout using
InDesign, the industry standard in publishing software.

During this course, students will gain exposure to fundamentals such as:

● The “Five W’s” of journalism
● Pitching a story and answering the question, “why should I care?”
● Cutting out “fatty” writing
● Writing compelling headlines, captions and callouts
● The art of the interview and eliciting great quotes
● How and where to find effective information
● Journalism ethics and objectivity
● Media genres (newspapers, magazines, newsletters and online sources)
● Grammar, proofing and copy editing rules
● Page layout

The course includes a fun field trip (date TBD), in which students will go on a fact-finding mission to unearth a story!

Homework: Approximately 3-4 hours/week

Textbook: Provided by the instructor at no additional fee

Required Materials: Access to a computer, the Internet and Microsoft Word.

Junior High Creative Writing

Instructor: Bonita Jerome

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): E-F   Ages: 12-14   Cost/Semester: $160    Time: 1:00-2:00

Using Karen Andriola’s Story Starters and a variety of short stories, poetry, scripts, and more, students will explore
literary elements and learn to effectively apply them to their own writing. Writing will be developed through
journaling, class discussions, and weekly homework assignments. This is the perfect space for reluctant writers to find
their voice and for the enthusiastic writers to hone their skills.

Required Materials: Story Starters: Helping Children Write Like They've Never Written Before by Karen Andriola.
Three ring binder divided into five sections.



Junior High Women's Discipleship
Instructor: Katie Euken 

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): E-F   Ages: 12-15   Cost/Semester: $135    Time: 3:00-4:00

This semester we are going to spend our time digging into what it looks like to practice some of the spiritual
disciplines that grow our faith and strengthen our walk with God. I will be using the book Growing Strong in God’s
Family as a teachers manual. This book was foundational for me as a young adult as I learned about:
-how to establish a personal quiet time
-tools for memorizing Scripture (5 specific verses about key principles of Christian living)
-prayer as a two sided event where God speaks to me through Scripture and I speak to Him by praying
-different aspects of prayer such as adoration, thanksgiving, confession, and supplication (prayer requests)
-why and how to witness to the unbelievers in my life
-how all of these disciplines work together to grow and deepen my faith

My prayer for this semester is that your daughter can develop some intentional habits in their spiritual life that lay the
foundation for a life long pursuit of God, His Word, and seeking the lost to share the hope of Christ with them. This
semester will have a lot of accountability in daily quiet times, daily prayer times, and memorizing Bible verses. I will
clarify weekly that this isn’t a legalistic requirement or burden placed on them, but disciplines to practice to grow in
their relationship with God.

Required Materials: -1 lined notebook (for recording prayer requests and daily quiet times)
-1 copy of the ESV Illuminated Scripture Journal: Philippians (for learning how to study the Bible on your

own)

Purchase on Amazon:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/143356498X?ref_=cm_sw_r_apin_dp_1HCDRXDBWWH96GRPAHZE&dplnkId=15829ed7
-9667-488b-b152-06b29c6c340c&nodl=1
Purchase on Christian Book:
https://www.christianbook.com/philippians-esv-illuminated-scripture-journal/9781433564987/pd/564987?event=ESR
CQ

Leaders League & Life Skills Ages 12-14

Instructor: Jamie Greenberg

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): E-F   Ages: 12-14   Cost/Semester: $160  Time: 11:00-12:00

Do you know what it takes to be a leader? Do you want to be your own boss someday? Let’s learn what it takes to be
a leader in today’s world. We will cover other important things such as why it’s important to use our money wisely, as
well as some life skills you’ll need to move out of your parent’s basement. Some topics include: getting and keeping a
job, managing money, social media, and effective leadership traits.

Books Used: Practical Life Skills
The Team Captain’s Leadership Manual
Managing Your Money
The Teen’s Guide to Social Media & Mobile Devices

Homework: Homework is possible occasionally - not weekly

Supply Fee: $10

Required Materials: Pencil and Pen
Colored pencils
Folder
Gluestick

https://www.amazon.com/dp/143356498X?ref_=cm_sw_r_apin_dp_1HCDRXDBWWH96GRPAHZE&dplnkId=15829ed7-9667-488b-b152-06b29c6c340c&nodl=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/143356498X?ref_=cm_sw_r_apin_dp_1HCDRXDBWWH96GRPAHZE&dplnkId=15829ed7-9667-488b-b152-06b29c6c340c&nodl=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/143356498X?ref_=cm_sw_r_apin_dp_1HCDRXDBWWH96GRPAHZE&dplnkId=15829ed7-9667-488b-b152-06b29c6c340c&nodl=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/143356498X?ref_=cm_sw_r_apin_dp_1HCDRXDBWWH96GRPAHZE&dplnkId=15829ed7-9667-488b-b152-06b29c6c340c&nodl=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/143356498X?ref_=cm_sw_r_apin_dp_1HCDRXDBWWH96GRPAHZE&dplnkId=15829ed7-9667-488b-b152-06b29c6c340c&nodl=1


Math Mentorship

Instructor: Laura Glassel

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): E-G   Ages: 12-18   Cost/Semester: $140  Time: 2:00-3:00

This class is designed to increase students’ success in their current math course. During this class, students will work
on their math homework or other problems from their current math courses, and receive help from an experienced
math teacher. Math Study Groups are ideal for the student who would benefit from hearing the math concepts
explained again or from another angle, and benefit from seeing additional examples of their math homework. Help is
available for pre-algebra, algebra 1, algebra 2, geometry, trigonometry, and pre-calculus. Students are expected to
work on math work throughout the entire class period unless they are getting help from the teacher.

Students should bring a math textbook, math notebook with class notes, and a mechanical pencil.

Physical Science + Lab

Instructor: Terri Wood

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): E-F   Ages: 13-15   Cost/Semester: $185    Time: 2:00-3:00

The Apologia Physical Science curriculum covers everything from atoms to galaxies. The student will learn about the
forces in creation, the physics of motion, the water cycle, Newton’s laws, and many other interesting topics. This is
typically the first science course included on a high school transcript. You will find this textbook to be well laid out,
with a consistent format. We will study each module for 2 weeks. The first week involves reading the entire chapter
and answering the “on your own” questions. The second week is spent completing the Study Guide, writing lab
reports, and then taking the test, which I will provide. Experiments will be performed each week in class; sometimes
led by the instructor, sometimes by the student. The tests are to be taken with adult supervision. Students will be
graded on their tests, lab reports, and their completion of assignments. *Grade level: 8th-9th grade

Homework: Minimum of 3-5 hours per week

Required Materials: Students need the Apologia Exploring Creation with Physical Science, 2nd edition by Dr. Jay
Wile, ISBN 9781932012774 which you may need to purchase a used book. We won’t be using the 3rd edition. The
Solutions and Tests Book is optional, ISBN 9781932012781. There is an MP3 audiobook available for those who
benefit from an auditory learning style.

Supply Fee: $10

Private Guitar/Ukulele/Bass Guitar/Mandolin Lessons
Instructor: Chris Depoian

Semester: Fall/Spring  Ages: 6-18   Cost/Semester: $475    Time: 11:00-4:00

From beginner to advanced. One-on-one lessons in guitar, ukulele, bass guitar or mandolin catered to the individual
that focuses on technique, and music theory, and a fun song that applies the former two. The goal of Chris's lessons is
for your child to take clear next steps in his/her understanding, enjoyment and execution of his/her instrument and
music in general. If your child does not yet have an instrument, contact Chris for some helpful guidance!

Homework: to practice the instrument at least 3 days a week for 20 minutes.

Required Materials: the instrument, a notebook, and specific supplies for that instrument that Chris will share with
you after registration.



Private Voice & Beginner Piano Lessons
Instructor: Andrea Orem

Semester: Fall/Spring Ages: 8-18 Cost/Semester: $395 Time: 12:30-3:30 (30-minute lessons)

Private 1-on-1 lessons with Andrea Orem are an individual setting where students can learn at their own pace, try
new sounds and explore on their own timetable in a fun way with both songs of their choice and songs that Mrs. Orem
recommends. Music theory, reading music, and ear training will also be incorporated, as well as vocal health concepts
and how to care for your instrument (voice only).

Students will have the opportunity to perform a song at the Spring Celebration if they would like to; optional and NOT
required when taking lessons.

Required Materials: folder/bag for music & books, pencil with working erasure (NOT a pen!), ability to print
occasional assignments, ability to purchase new books when the student needs new music (frequency varies based on
the student’s level & amount of practice time)

Psychology (W/CLEP option)
Instructor: Matthew Racine

Semester: Fall/Spring Track(s): F-G Ages: 14-18 Cost/Semester: $190 Time: 12:00-1:00

Humans are endlessly fascinating because their Creator is endlessly fascinating. In this class, students will study the
complexities and beauty of the human person, explore the world of the mind, and develop the skills to evaluate all
claims under the Lordship of Christ. In addition to investigating personal interests, students will explore topics such as
human development, learning processes, personality traits, intelligence, emotions, spirituality, dreams and the
subconscious, psychological disorders, and mental health. Through the readings, experiments, class discussions, and
self-reflection, students will mature spiritually, be stretched intellectually, and cultivate a deeper knowledge of God
and themselves. No matter your interests or passions, this class will serve your growth and equip you to be a more
confident disciple of Christ.

Required Materials: Stay tuned. More details will be available this summer.

Senior High Women's Discipleship
Instructor: Katie Euken

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): F-G   Ages: 14-18   Cost/Semester: $135    Time: 2:00-3:00

This semester we are going to spend our time digging into what it looks like to practice some of the spiritual
disciplines that grow our faith and strengthen our walk with God. I will be using the book Growing Strong in God’s
Family as a teachers manual. This book was foundational for me as a young adult as I learned about:
-how to establish a personal quiet time
-tools for memorizing Scripture (5 specific verses about key principles of Christian living)
-prayer as a two sided event where God speaks to me through Scripture and I speak to Him by praying
-different aspects of prayer such as adoration, thanksgiving, confession, and supplication (prayer requests)
-why and how to witness to the unbelievers in my life
-how all of these disciplines work together to grow and deepen my faith

My prayer for this semester is that your daughter can develop some intentional habits in their spiritual life that lay the
foundation for a life long pursuit of God, His Word, and seeking the lost to share the hope of Christ with them. This
semester will have a lot of accountability in daily quiet times, daily prayer times, and memorizing Bible verses. I will
clarify weekly that this isn’t a legalistic requirement or burden placed on them, but disciplines to practice to grow in
their relationship with God.

Required Materials: -1 lined notebook (for recording prayer requests and daily quiet times)
-1 copy of the ESV Illuminated Scripture Journal: Philippians (for learning how to study the Bible on your

own)

Purchase on Amazon:



https://www.amazon.com/dp/143356498X?ref_=cm_sw_r_apin_dp_1HCDRXDBWWH96GRPAHZE&dplnkId=15829ed7
-9667-488b-b152-06b29c6c340c&nodl=1
Purchase on Christian Book:
https://www.christianbook.com/philippians-esv-illuminated-scripture-journal/9781433564987/pd/564987?event=ESR
CQ

Speech and Debate 12+
Instructor: Andrea Merboth

Semester: Fall/Spring  Track(s): E-G Ages: 12-18   Cost/Semester: $195    Time: 12:00-1:30

A vast majority of adults find public speaking one of their greatest fears, and those that are confident in speaking
often do not have a Christian thread in their message. Let’s be part of a great program that changes that! This class is
interactive, stimulating, and fun-it really is! After all, the human language is one of the main methods God has chosen
to use to reveal Himself to us. Prayer, scripture, and praise all use words! Communication is also the primary way we
interact with those around us. In Speech and Debate, we open with some fun ways to speak to each other using
games and comfy topics. Then, through interaction with others, we grow our skills and encourage each other.
We will write and perform 4-5 speeches in the first semester. the first one with the student as the expert on the “Me”
speech (don’t worry, I’ll give you ideas on how to write this). We will also do impromptu speeches, act out a story
book speech, and a debate at the end of the school year; every student’s favorite part! This speech class varies from
most programs in that the words and wisdom of scripture will be used in many of our speeches. This is a rare
opportunity since scripture is not typically used in contemporary communication programs, yet the finest speeches of
all time have incorporated scripture: just check out the Gettysburg Address, or JFK 2nd inaugural address, Martin
Luther King Jr’ s I Have a Dream…..we can learn a lot from them.
Also, I believe that there is no more valuable knowledge than scripture, and no more critical time than the present to
grow in that understanding. The speeches we do will help the student to focus on one topic, surround that topic well,
and reduce it to a manageable time frame. We will frequently present it to each other, which will build confidence and
polish, making the student engaging and fun to listen to.
Some of the speeches and exercises will be: debate that requires some research, critical thinking, and the ability to
drive home good points with grace and love. Impromptu speeches will prepare the student for the most frequently
used type of speech: on the spot. Other speeches we may do are: A Bible Verse, Storybook, Informational,
Persuasive, dramatic duos, and Personal Interps. This speech course is a combination of Jr. and Senior High students
so please be aware that we may address some diverse and intense topics, but we will attempt to view them all
through the lens of the Bible.

Homework: 1-2 hours per week; researching/writing/practicing speech & topics.

Required Materials: none

Speech and Phonics
Instructor: Bonita Jerome

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): A   Ages: 6-7   Cost/Semester: $150    Time: 12:00-1:00

In this class students will learn basic phonograms and spelling rules that provide a wonderful foundation for learning
to read, write, and spell well. Along with our adventures in learning to read and write, we will explore a variety of
literary elements through exposure to good stories. This class works well with any language arts program you may be
using in your home. At the end of each semestester, we will focus on public speaking skills and prepare a
presentation to give to classmates and parents.

Required Materials: folder or three-ring binder.

Student Lounge
Instructors: Truth Academy Administrators

Semester: Fall/Spring Track(s): A-G Ages: 6-18 Cost/Semester: $70 Time: 9:00-3:00

If you want your children to take some classes, but not all of the classes we offer, you can register them in the
Student Lounge option during the time they are not registered for a class. (Please NOTE: One student lounge hour per
student, per semester is allowed) If your student has more than one hour they are not registered for a class, a parent

https://www.amazon.com/dp/143356498X?ref_=cm_sw_r_apin_dp_1HCDRXDBWWH96GRPAHZE&dplnkId=15829ed7-9667-488b-b152-06b29c6c340c&nodl=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/143356498X?ref_=cm_sw_r_apin_dp_1HCDRXDBWWH96GRPAHZE&dplnkId=15829ed7-9667-488b-b152-06b29c6c340c&nodl=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/143356498X?ref_=cm_sw_r_apin_dp_1HCDRXDBWWH96GRPAHZE&dplnkId=15829ed7-9667-488b-b152-06b29c6c340c&nodl=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/143356498X?ref_=cm_sw_r_apin_dp_1HCDRXDBWWH96GRPAHZE&dplnkId=15829ed7-9667-488b-b152-06b29c6c340c&nodl=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/143356498X?ref_=cm_sw_r_apin_dp_1HCDRXDBWWH96GRPAHZE&dplnkId=15829ed7-9667-488b-b152-06b29c6c340c&nodl=1


(of that student) will need to be present the entire hour the student is not in a registered class outside of their one
student lounge hour.

The administrators are present in the Student Lounge with those students who have a free period between their
classes. They are fully aware of who is registered for lounge time each hour. All students will be required to sign a
Student Lounge Policies and Procedures agreement.

Veritas Choir

Instructor: Andrea Orem

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): E-G   Ages: 12-18   Cost/Semester: $150  Time: 9:00-10:30

Veritas Choir is a dynamic homeschool choir with an emphasis on singing technique and performance (full year
commitment strongly recommended as technique and learning for spring builds off of the fall semester, as does our
community-building). Veritas includes much more than singing, though. As a choir, we learn about how the
foundational elements of music apply to reading choir music and critical listening skills. Students continue to develop
their musical ear as well as learn something new about music each week, but most importantly they can grow in
character and connection with each other and the director musically as young people who seek to know the Lord. The
songs we perform are from a variety of genres and languages that are glorifying God, fun, and educational.

*Veritas Choir will perform at both a Christmas Showcase and Spring Showcase.*

Required Materiels: folder or 3-ring binder, either a 3-hole punch or sheet protectors, pencil with working erasure
(NOT a pen!), ability to print occasional assignments and/or access them on provided online platform

Supply Fee: $30 supply fee to cover score purchases.

Writing Engagingly
Instructor: Hayley Plaisted

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): C   Ages: 9-10   Cost/Semester: $150  Time: 3:00-4:00

In “Writing Engagingly,” using ideas from the Institute for Excellence in Writing’s curriculum, students will learn the art
of writing through enjoyable means, including games, activities, and class discussion. Class topics will include
grammar, literature, vocabulary, speech, and writing! In this class, we emphasize the importance of brainstorming and
note-taking in creating engaging stories and essays. Students will learn to create strong plot lines, structure
paragraphs, and summarize references.

Homework: Characteristically, students will be assigned 1-2 assignments per week. Homework should take
approximately 60-90 minutes to complete on a weekly basis.

Required Materials:
• One 1-inch 3-ring binder, loose leaf paper, and #2 pencils.
• Designated Literature (Optional): TBD
• Designated IEW Fix It! Grammar: The Nose Tree (Level 1)

NOTE - Fix It! Grammar: Nose Tree (Level 1) is good for 1 or 2 years of writing in Track C. If a student is repeating
writing in Track C, you do not need to purchase a new Level 1 Fix It! Grammar book.

Supply Fee: $5

Writing Purposefully
Instructor: Hayley Plaisted

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): D   Ages: 11-12   Cost/Semester: $150  Time: 1:00-2:00

Writing has purpose! In “Writing Purposefully,” using ideas from the Institute for Excellence in Writing’s curriculum,
students will learn the art of writing through interesting and enjoyable means, including games, activities, and class
discussion. Class topics will include grammar, literature, vocabulary, speech, and writing. Specifically, this class
emphasizes writing styles for both casual and academic writing to help students craft purposeful writing skills and



understand the power of intentional writing. Students will start learning the basics of writing essays as well as
completing various creative writing assignments. In addition, we will read and study a book together in both the first
and second semesters.

Homework: Characteristically, students will be assigned 2-3 assignments per week. Homework should take
approximately 1-2 hours to complete on a weekly basis.

Required Materials:
• One 1-inch 3-ring binder, loose leaf paper, and #2 pencils.
• Designated Literature: TBD
• Designated IEW Fix It! Grammar:Town Mouse and Country Mouse (Level 2)

NOTE - Fix It! Grammar: Town Mouse and Country Mouse (Level 2) is good for 1 or 2 years of writing in Track D. If a
student is repeating writing in Track D, you do not need to purchase a new Level 2 Fix It! Grammar book.

Supply Fee: $5

Writing Remarkably
Instructor: Hayley Plaisted

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): B   Ages: 8-9   Cost/Semester: $150  Time: 2:00-3:00

In “Writing Remarkably” using ideas from the Institute for Excellence in Writing’s curriculum, students will learn the
art of writing through interesting and enjoyable means, including games, activities, and class discussion. Class topics
will include grammar, literature, vocabulary, speech, and writing. This class will focus on capturing the joy and fun of
creativity through various writing assignments designed to help students develop basic writing skills that will serve as
foundation for them to become remarkable writers.

Homework: Characteristically, students will be assigned 1-2 assignments per week. Homework should take
approximately 30-60 minutes to complete on a weekly basis.

Reading Level: Students are expected to be able to read in this class. However, I am happy to assist students who
are not quite to that point. If your student is struggling, I simply request parents notify me regarding your students
reading level.

Required Materials: One 1-inch 3-ring binder, loose leaf paper, and #2 pencils.

Supply Fee: $5

World History: The Middle Ages
Instructor: TBD

Semester: Fall/Spring Tracks: A-D Ages: 6-12 Cost/Semester: $150 Time: 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00

Description: TBD

Note: We will be using the table of contents from The World’s Story II: The Middle Ages from MasterBooks as a guide
for weekly topics.

Homework: TBD

Required Materials: three-ring binder, crayons, colored pencils, glue stick, scissors

Supply fee: $10



World Religions/Study Skills (DSST Option)
Instructor: Debbie Stenzel

Semester: Fall/Spring   Track(s): E-G   Ages: 12-18   Cost/Semester: $175  Time: 12:00-1:00

Studying World Religions from a Biblical Worldview while practicing study skills to help them prepare for the DSST
exam are the main components of this class. In addition, this class will include an emphasis on World Missions using
select YWAM biographies. Field trips to various places of worship will be arranged through the year for optional
attendance.

Students will learn what makes up a college degree and what a college degree costs. They will explore career and
degree planning in an area of interest to them and will learn how using CLEP/DSST exams and PSEO can cut the
cost and time spent on college in half.

Once students understand the motivation to make the most of their high school years, time will be spent developing
study skills to make their dreams a reality. Study skills to help students reach their goals will be taught and
practiced. Students evaluate their potential strengths and interests, study habits and spaces, specific career paths
and requirements to achieve them and time management in their academic and everyday lives.

Classroom time will consist of review games, activities and videos to reinforce concepts learned. Opportunities for
peer discussion of class topics are provided as well as interactive small group activities and presentation skills.

The DSST World Religions 3 credit exam covers Indigenous Religions, Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism,
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. It is a valuable part of a student’s general education requirements for college since it
meets two goal areas, both being in areas that tend to be controversial and prone to being taught by very liberal
professors.

Text: Kingfisher Book of Religions ($10-$20) by Trevor Barnes ISBN #0753451999 and World Religions Course Guide
by Credits Before College . Purchase of 3 YWAM biographies (less than $10 each) will also be required. Titles to be
determined later. Access to Study.com online learning platform is included in class fees. Peterson practice tests for
CLEP/DSST exams may require an additional fee. Students need both the Kingfisher book and the Course Guide to
begin the class. Practice tests and the flashcard system can be purchased when DSST exam prep begins in the spring.

Homework: Minimum of 4-5 hours per week depending on current knowledge. More time may be required in the final
month before taking the exam.

Required: Reliable internet access and email account for students to receive class notices, submit assignments,
participate in class discussions, download supplemental reading and worksheets, take practice tests, view
supplemental videos, and link to applicable websites.

Supply Fee: $10


